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Abstract

The performance of prioritized DQDB MAN under bursty tra�c environment is
studied in this paper� The tagged node model is adopted to simplify the analysis�
The processes of the packet arrivals to the tagged node� the empty�slot pattern from
upstream� and the request pattern from downstream are assumed to be Markov Mod�
ulated Poisson Processes� a more general and appropriate model to capture the bursty
characteristics existing in the tra�c �ows in high�speed networks� A stochastic reward
nets model for the prioritized DQDB MAN is presented� With the help of the Stochas�
tic Petri Net Package �SPNP� developed in Duke University� the steady state and as
well as the transient behavior of packet loss ratio of tagged node are investigated� The
in�uence of the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern� packet arrival and request pattern
on the tagged node�s performance are examined�

Index Terms� DQDB� Priority� Stochastic Reward Nets� Stochastic Petri Net Package
�SPNP�
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� Introduction

As a standard of Metropolitan Area Network�MAN�� IEEE ����� DQDB �Distributed Queue

Dual Bus� has been studied extensively for the past ten years� A broadband connectionless

service for Local Area Networks�LAN� interconnection� called Switched Multimegabit Data

Service �SMDS�� is already in operation� which adopts DQDB as its Medium Access Control

�MAC� protocol� Because of the simplicity of the medium access control	�
� high utilization

of channel bandwidth independent of data transmission rate and network size� and high

compatibility with Asynchronous Transfer Mode �ATM� at cell level and adaptation protocol

level� DQDB is a competitive candidate for the access network to Broadband Integrated

Service Digital Network �B�ISDN�� A recent study has shown that as a MAC protocol for

the customers requiring a high degree of quality� DQDB outperforms ATM Passive Optical

Network �APON�	�
� Many researchers have studied how to apply DQDB to multichannel

Wavelength Division Multiplexing �WDM� networks 	�� 
 and use DQDB to interconnect

base stations in Personal Communication Networks �PCN� 	�� �
� Thus� DQDB will have

an important role in future network infrastructure�

Principal components of DQDB networks consist of two head stations� two high�speed

�ber optic unidirectional buses carrying information in opposite directions �i�e�� Bus A and

Bus B�� and sets of network stations �i�e�� nodes� numbered from � to N �see Fig� ��� Each

head station is attached to one of the buses� and generates slots of �xed duration that travel

along the respective bus� The network nodes are attached to both buses via read and write

taps� Nodes send slots containing ���byte packets to the downstream nodes via Bus A�

They send packets to the upstream nodes via Bus B� Access of the buses by the nodes is

controlled by the MAC protocol that is responsible for maintaining a distributed queue of

all the nodes requesting service on the buses� A node can use an empty slot �i�e�� the Busy
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Figure �� Architecture of DQDB Network

bit �eld in the slot is �� only when there is no packet of downstream nodes waiting for

transmission� and the node set the Request bit �eld of the slot on the reverse bus to �� to

notify the upstream nodes that there is a packet waiting for transmission�

Although the MAC protocol of DQDB is very simple to be implemented in hardware�

the exact analytical solution to the performance of the protocol is rather di�cult and

even impractical� because of the high degree of interaction among a plethora of stochastic

processes and nodes in the DQDB networks� To simplify the analysis� a tagged node model

was introduced by C� Bisdikian 	�
� which partitions the network into an L�NET� an R�NET

by aggregating together all the nodes located to the left and the right of the tagged node�

respectively �see Fig� ��� Because the tagged node does not distinguish the origin of the

slot passing by� this aggregation does not change the behavior of the tagged node� The

performance of the tagged node will be mainly determined by the design parameters of the

node and three stochastic processes� i�e�� the arrival process of the packets to the tagged

node� the request pattern from the downstream nodes� and the slot�occupancy �i�e�� Busy

bit is �� pattern passing by from upstream nodes� This simpli�ed model is approximate�
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Figure �� Tagged Node Model of DQDB Network

however� it providess us a window into the behavior of the MAC protocol and interactions

among the nodes� The tagged node model can also be extended to analyze network�wide

performance 	��
� In 	�
� all these processes are assumed to be Bernoulli� and the tagged node

can only bu�er one packet� Other researchers adopted this model and assumed the tagged

node can bu�er one message �containing multiple packets� 	�
� In 	�
� we have analyzed

prioritized DQDB with this model and assumed the packet arrivals to the tagged node is

bursty� rather than Bernoulli� The above three papers assumed the slot�occupancy pattern

is a Bernoulli process�

Recent studies have shown that the slot�occupancy pattern seen by the tagged node

is more complex than Bernoulli� and the interdependence between the adjacent slots is

signi�cant� i�e�� a slot is more likely to be busy if the previous slot was busy 	��� ��
�

These researchers also developed an nth�order discrete�time Markov chain to describe the

interdependence in the slot�occupancy pattern process� They found that the in�uence of

the slot�occupancy pattern on the access delay experienced by the nodes was signi�cant�

However� in their studies� the packet arrival process and request arrival process were assumed





to be Poisson� and only one priority�level was considered�

In this paper� we analyze the performance of prioritized DQDB MAN under a more

realistic tra�c process than that in 	�
� We adopt the tagged node model and present

a more general process for the packet arrival to the tagged node� slot�occupancy pattern

from the upstream nodes� and request arrival pattern from downstream nodes� All these

processes are assumed to be Markov Modulated Poisson Processes �MMPP�� which is more

accurate and appropriate to describe the burstiness of tra�c in high�speed networks� We

construct a Stochastic Reward Net �SRN� model to describe the behavior of the tagged

node� With the help of the Stochastic Petri Net Package �SPNP� 	��� ��
� a powerful tool

for the automated generation and the numerical solution of Markovian stochastic process�

the transient and steady�state behavior of the tagged node is studied�

The organization of the paper is as follows� In Section �� a brief description of the

MAC protocol of prioritized DQDB is given� and the tra�c model and the tagged node

model are also presented� In Section �� the SRN model for the tagged node�s behavior

is presented� Numerical results obtained by using the SPNP are discussed in Section �

Section � concludes the paper�

� System Description and Assumptions

��� Brief Description of Prioritized DQDB

The topology of the DQDB MAN is shown in Fig� �� Each slot generated by the head

stations contains in its header �eld a Busy bit and three Request bits� The Busy bit indicates

whether or not the slot is occupied by a packet� The Request bits are used by the nodes to

send requests for future packet transmission at the respective priority levels� The DQDB
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provides three priority levels to provide the users with di�erent Quality of Service �QoS��

Each node has three separate bu�ers to accommodate the packets belonging to di�erent

priority levels and three sets of counters to implement the MAC protocol� In this paper� we

only consider two priority levels� and from the latter derivation� it is obvious that the analysis

in the paper can be easily extended to the case of three�priority�level DQDB networks� Of

course� the number of states of the Markovian chain is larger and more powerful computer

is needed to get the numerical results in the three�priority�level case�

If there are packets of priority level I waiting for transmission in a node� the node is

called active at priority level I� otherwise it is idle at priority level I �I � � � � � ��� Higher

this number is� higher the priority level is� If the node is idle at priority level I� a request

counter REQ�I�CNTR increases by one for each request with priority level equal to or higher

than I received on Bus B and decreases by one for each empty slot passing by on Bus A�

�In this paper� we focus our attention to packet transmission on Bus A� the procedure and

performance of transmission on Bus B is similar�� When it becomes active at priority level

I� the node transfers the content of the REQ�I�CNTR to another counter named counter�

down counter CD�I�CNTR� and then resets REQ�I�CNTR to zero� The node then sends

a request at priority level I on Bus B to upstream by setting the corresponding Request

bit of the �rst request�free slot passing by on Bus B� Then� the REQ�I�CNTR is increased

by one for each request with priority level equal to I received on Bus B� The CD�I�CNTR

is increased by one for each request with priority level higher than I received on Bus B�

and is decreased by one for each empty slot passing in front of the node on Bus A until it

reaches zero� When the CD�I�CNTR is zero� the node transmits the packet of priority level

I via the �rst empty slot passing by on Bus A� if there are no higher�priority�level packets

waiting to be transmitted at this node�
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Figure �� Two�State MMPP

In order to deal with the unfairness introduced by the node location� a bandwidth

balancing mechanism is adopted in the DQDB standard� The mechanism ensures that

each node in the network only exploits a percentage of its transmission opportunity� In

practice� a counter named bandwidth balance counter is used to count the number of packets

transmitted by the node� Once it reaches a given threshold� named BWB�MOD� it is

reset to zero and all the REQ�I�CNTRs and CD�I�CNTRs of the node act as if there is a

highest�priority�level request passing by� It means that the tagged node only captures BWB�

MOD��BWB�MOD��� percentage of its potential bandwidth� Therefore� the bandwidth

balancing mechanism could be approximately viewed as that with the CD�I�CNTR being

zero and seeing an empty slot passing by� the tagged node does not transmit the packet

immediately but transmits with probability p �p � BWB�MOD
BWB�MOD��� 	��
�

��� Tra�c Model and Tagged Node Model

MMPP is used extensively to describe the bursty tra�c in high�speed networks 	��
� In this

paper� we only consider a two�state MMPP� the model we developed can be easily extended

to a multi�state MMPP� A two�state MMPP is illustrated in Fig��� whose packet arrival

process is Poisson with rate r� while it is at state �� and is Poisson with rate r� while it is

at state �� The transitions between these two states form a homogeneous� continuous time
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Figure � Tagged Node Model of DQDB MAN with Two Priority Levels

Markov chain� with rates ��� and ��� as shown in Fig� �� The average arrival rate is�

� �
���r� � ���r�

��� � ���
���

Fig�  illustrates the tagged node model of DQDB MAN with two priority levels� The

packet arrival processes �two priority levels�� request arrival processes �two priority levels��

and empty�slot pattern �we use empty�slot pattern instead of slot�occupancy pattern for

the ease of analysis� are two�state MMPPs� In order to simplify the analysis� we assume

the packet arrival patterns of two priority levels are controlled by the same MMPP� and

request arrivals of two priority levels are controlled by another MMPP�

Then the state of the tagged node may be characterized by nine stochastic variables�

� queue��t�� queue��t�� the queue length of priority level � and � at time t�

� req��t�� req��t�� the value of the REQ���CNTR and REQ���CNTR at time t�

� cd��t�� cd��t�� the value of CD���CNTR and CD���CNTR at time t�
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Table �� Parameters for the MMPPs
��� ��� r� r�

Arrival for Higher�priority�level a�� a�� ����� �����

Arrival for Lower�priority�level a�� a�� ����� �����

Empty Slot e�� e�� �� ��

Request for Higher�priority�level r�� r�� ����� �����

Request for Lower�priority�level r�� r�� ����� �����

� arrival�t�� the state where the packet�arrival MMPP of the priority level � and � is at

time t�

� request�t�� the state where the request�arrival MMPP of the priority level � and � is

at time t

� empty�t�� the state where the empty�slot MMPP is at time t�

The parameter notations of the MMPPs are listed in Table ��

Obviously� the average packet arrival rate of the tagged node is�

Atag �
�X

i��

a�����i� � a�����i�

a�� � a��
���

the average arrival rate of requests from downstream nodes is

Areq �
�X

i��

r�����i� � r�����i�

r�� � r��
���

and the average arrival rate of empty slots from upstream nodes is

Aempty �
e���� � e����

e�� � e��
��

The system will converge to a steady state if Atag �Areq � Aempty� The approximation

made in the paper is that the DQDB network is considered as a continuous�time system�
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rather than a discrete�time system� Because of the small packet size and high speed of

the DQDB network� considering the DQDB network working at ���Mb�s� the transmission

time for one packet is about ��� microsecond� the assumption of continuous�time system is

reasonable�

The tagged node may be described by a ��dimensional continuous�time Markov chain

�CTMC� where each dimension corresponds to one stochastic variable mentioned above�

However� it is a rather tedious and error�prone if not impossible to construct the CTMC

by hand� In the next section� we use Stochastic reward nets �SRNs� 	��
� which can be

automatically transformed into CTMCs� to concisely describe the system model� And with

the help of the SPNP� the CTMC underlying the system described in the paper is generated

and solved automatically�

� Stochastic Reward Net for the Tagged Node of Prioritized

DQDB MAN

Stochastic reward nets are extensions of stochastic Petri nets� We give a brief overview of

these constructs before presenting the model of prioritized DQDB MAN�

��� Stochastic Reward Nets

A Petri net is a directed graph with two disjoint types of nodes� places and transitions�

A directed arc connecting a place �transition� to a transition �place� is called an input

�output� arc of the transition� A positive integer called multiplicity can be associated with

each arc� Places connected to a transition by input arcs are called the input places of this

transition� and those connected by means of output arcs are called the output places� Each
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place may contain zero or more tokens� A transition is enabled if each of its input places

has at least as many tokens as the multiplicity of the corresponding input arc� A transition

can �re when it is enabled� and upon �ring� a number of tokens equal to the multiplicity

of the input arc is removed from each of input places� and a number of tokens equal to the

multiplicity of the output arc is deposited in each of its output places� The state of a Petri

net is characterized by a number of tokens in each place which is called its marking� The

initial number of tokens assigned to the places in a Petri net determines the initial state

�marking� of the net�

Stochastic Petri nets are Petri nets where exponentially distributed �ring time is at�

tached to each transition� In Generalized Stochastic Petri nets �GSPN� 	�
� transitions are

allowed to be either timed �exponentially distributed �ring time� or immediate �zero �ring

time�� A marking of a GSPN is called vanishing if at least one immediate transition is en�

abled in the marking and tangible otherwise� GSPN also introduces inhibitor arc connecting

a place to a transition� A transition with an inhibitor arc can not �re if the input place of

the inhibitor arc contains more tokens than the multiplicity of the arc�

Stochastic reward nets �SRNs� are based on GSPN but extend it further 	��
� In SRN�

every tangible marking can be associated with a reward rate� It can be shown that an

SRN can be mapped into a Markov reward model� Therefore� by using software packages

	��� ��
� the underlying Markov reward model of an SRN can be automatically generated

and solved� Thus a variety of performance measures can be speci�ed and calculated using a

very convenient formalism� SRN also allows several other features that makes speci�cation

convenient� ��� each transition may have an enabling function �also called a guard� so

that a transition is enabled only if its �marking dependent� enabling function is true� ���

marking dependent arc multiplicities are allowed� ��� transitions can also have priorities�
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To represent an SRN as a graph� places are represented by circles and tokens are black

dots �or integers� inside places� Immediate transitions are drawn as thin bars and timed

transitions as white boxes� Inhibitor arcs have a small hollow circle instead of arrows at

their terminating ends� The current number of tokens in place p is denoted as 	p�

��� Stochastic Reward Net for the Tagged Node

In order to build a compact and concise SRN for the tagged node� we do not use the

DQDB protocol as described in the IEEE draft� but adopt a version taht is equivalent

to the standard� Because the higher�priority�level counters have taken the higher�priority�

level requests into account� the lower�priority�level counters need not count them repeatedly�

What must be guaranteed is that these higher�priority�level requests should be served before

the lower�priority�level packets in the queue and the lower�priority�level requests which are

counted by lower�priority�level counters� In our version � the counters of higher priority level

act as those in the standard� but the lower�priority�level counters do not count the higher�

priority�level requests from downstream nodes� i�e�� the CD�I�CNTR and REQ�I�CNTR of

the lower priority level do not increase as the higher�priority�level requests passing by� and

accordingly they decrease only when the higher�priority�level queue is empty� CD�I�CNTR

and REQ�I�CNTR of higher�priority�level are zero and there is an empty slot passing by�

Fig� � presents the stochastic reward net of the tagged node�s behavior� Table � gives

the guards for the immediate transitions and the rates of the timed transitions�

The three places on the left hand side� i�e�� PRON � PEON � and PAON � and their corre�

sponding transitions in Fig� � represent three MMPPs described in Table �� Six places� i�e��

PREQ�� PBUF�� PCD�� PREQ�� PBUF�� PCD� represent the sates of the remaining stochastic

variables de�ned in Section ��� The transitions TREQ� and TREQ� respectively� correspond
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to arrivals of requests of priority level � and � from downstream nodes� and the places

PREQ� and PREQ�� each with capacity M � count the requests�

TARV � and TARV � represent the arrivals of packets of priority level � and �� and the

places PBUF� and PBUF�� each with capacity B� accomodate these packets�

TEMPTY represents the arrivals of empty slots� The empty slot serves the higher�priority�

level subsystem �rst� If the node is active at priority level � and PCD� � �� then PCD�

decreases by one for each empty slot passing by until it reaches zero� which is represented

by transition tCD�DEC � If the node is active at priority level �� and PCD� � �� and sees

an empty slot passing by� tE�USE �res� The packet is transmitted with probability p�

which corresponds to the �ring of transition tQ�OUT � and the empty slot is abandoned with

probability ��p� which corresponds to tE�BP � tREQ�DEC is enabled when there is no tokens

in palce PBUF� and PCD� � � �i�e�� the node is idle at priority level ��� and an empty slot

passing by�

In DQDB protocol� once the node transits from idle to active at priority level �� the

tokens in PREQ� are transfered to place PCD�� which is represented by transition tREQ�CD�

and two variable cardinality of arcs from PREQ� to tREQ�CD� and from tREQ�CD� to PCD��

The place PTRG� contains one token initially� which means the node is idle� If there

is no token in PTRG� at an instant of time� it means the node is active� The immediate

transition tTRG� is used to handle the abnormal case� i�e�� when the node becomes active

and transition tREQ�CD� does not �re because there is no token in PREQ�� It should be

mentioned that if there is more than one packet in the queue� once one packet is transmitted

soon as the node becomes idle� it transits to active immediately�

If the empty slot is not used by the higher�priority�level subsystem� i�e�� none of tCD�DEC �

tREQ�DEC � tE�USE �re� then the empty slot will pass to PE� to serve the lower�priority�level
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Table �� Rate and Guard for the Transitions in Fig��

Transition TREQ� TARV � TREQ� TARV � TEMPTY

if��PRON � �� if��PAON � �� if��PRON � �� if��PAON � �� if��PEON � ��

Rate ����� ����� ����� ����� ��

else ����� else ����� else ����� else ����� else ��

Transition tREQ�CD� tTRG� tREQ�CD� tTRG� tE�� tE��

�PREQ� � � �PREQ� � � �PBUF� � � �PBUF� � �

Guard �PBUF� � � 	 �PBUF� � � �PBUF� � � 	 �PBUF� � � 	 �PREQ� � � 	 �PREQ� � �

	 �PCD� � � 	 �PCD� � �

Table �� Size of the CTMC for the SRN in Fig���In this paper� we solved the CTMC labeled

with ��

Tra
c B M number of states number of arcs

All MMPPs � � ������ ���������

All MMPPs� �� � ��������� ��������

All MMPPs � � ��������� ����������

All MMPPs � � ������� ��������

All Poisson � � ������ �������

All Poisson� �� � ������ ���������

All Poisson � � ��������� ��������

All Poisson � � ������ ���������

All Poisson �� � �������� ����������

subsystem� The behavior of the lower�priority�level subsystem� which is analogy to that of

the higher�priority�level subsystem�

The empty slot will pass by to downstream nodes if it is not used by the tagged node�

The immediate transition tE�� will �re if none of tCD�DEC � tREQ�DEC � tE�USE� tCD�DEC �

tREQ�DEC � and tE�USE �re�

The rates and guards for the transitions are listed in Table ��

The number of tangible markings and arcs of the reachability graph of the stochastic
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reward net in Fig� � are listed in Table �� which represent the number of states and the

number of non�zero entries in the in�nitesimal generator matrix of the CTMC� respectively�

We compare the size of the Markov chain versus the bu�er capacity and counter size when

all the processes are MMPP or Poisson� The table demonstrates that the size of the Markov

chain is rather large and MMPP increases the size sharply� However� with the use of SPNP�

we can solve the problem e�ciently�

� Numerical Results

The numerical solution to the transient and steady state of the stochastic reward net illus�

trated in Fig� � is obtained with the help of the SPNP 	��� ��
� The performance index we

are interested in is the packet loss ratio of the tagged node� Our attention is mainly paid

to investigate the in�uence of the burstiness on this index� In this paper� the burstiness

exists in the packet arrival process to the tagged node� empty�slot pattern on Bus A and

the request from downstream nodes� We assume the bu�er capacity for the higher�priority�

level packets is �� packets �i�e�� about ��� bytes�� and that for the lower�priority�level is

�� packets as well� The bandwidth balancing parameter� BWB�MOD� equals to ��� The

maximum value of the counters� i�e�� REQ�I�CNTR and CD�I�CNTR is � In this paper�

we study the behavior of the tagged node under the following load con�gurations�

� I� The empty slot arrival rate of upstream is ���� the request arrival rate of downstream

is ��� ���� for the lower priority level� and ��� for the higher priority level�� and the

load of the tagged node is ���� ���� for the lower priority level� and ���� for the higher

priority level��

� II� The empty slot arrival rate of upstream is ���� the request arrival rate of down�
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Figure �� Transient Behavior of the Tagged Node under Tra�c Con�guration I

stream is ��� ���� for the lower priority level� and ��� for the higher priority level��

and the load of the tagged node is ���� ���� for the lower priority level� and ���� for

the higher priority level��

��� Numerical Results� Transient Analysis

The transient analysis is known to be an analytically non�tractable problem even for simple

queueing systems� For the ��dimensional CTMC in this paper� it is almost impossible to

get the transient sloution with traditional approach� i�e�� constructing the Markov chain

with hand and then writing a program to solve the ordinary di�erential equations� The

Stochastic Petri Net Package provides a C�like speci�cation language that facilitates the

automated generation and solution of the Markov chain� even if the number of the states of

the underlying Markov chain is very large�

The transient behavior of the tagged node in this subsection is studied under tra�c
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con�guration I� Fig� � illustates the transient state of packet loss ratio in following cases�

� the empty�slot pattern� the packet arrival� and the request arrival are Poisson pro�

cesses�

� the packet arrival� and the request arrival are Poisson processes� but the empty�slot

pattern is an MMPP� with e�� � ���� e�� � ���� �� � �� and �� � ���� The

MMPP describes the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern� and �
e��

represents the

average duration of the consecutive busy slots passing by on Bus A� Apparently� the

burstiness of the empty�slot pattern does have e�ect on the performance of the tagged

node�

� the request arrival� the empty�slot pattern are Poisson processes� but the packet arrival

is an MMPP� with ����� � ����� � �� ����� � ���� ����� � ���� and a�� � a�� � ����

� the packet arrival and the empty�slot pattern are Poisson processes� but the request

arrival is an MMPP� with ����� � ����� � �� ����� � ��� ����� � ���� and r�� �

r�� � ����

Apparently� the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern� the request arrival� and the packet

arrival do have e�ect on the performance of the tagged node� although signi�cance of their

impacts are di�erent� while the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern has the most signi�cant

e�ect� and the burstiness of the request arrival has the least signi�cant in�uence� All the

burstiness that exist in these stochastic processes should be considered while we model and

analyze the performance of DQDB networks� The previous assumptions on the Bernoulli�

type empty�slot pattern� request arrival� or packet arrival underestimated the packet loss

ratio of the DQDB networks�

Because Atag �Areq � Aempty� the system approaches a steady�state as time elapses�
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Figure �� Packet Loss Ratio vs� the Burstiness of the Empty�slot Pattern

��� Numerical Results� Steady�State Analysis

����� The E�ect of the Burstiness of the Empty�Slot�Pattern

From the transient analysis� the e�ect of the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern on the

performance of the tagged node are veri�ed� In order to investigate the e�ect further� Fig� �

illustrates the packet loss ratio versus the burstiness of the empty�slot pattern� The packet

arrival� and the request arrival are Poisson processes� but the empty�slot pattern is MMPP�

with e�� � �e��� �� � �� and �� � ���� Obviously� the more bursty the empty�slot pattern

is� the larger the packet loss ratio is�

����� The E�ect of the Burstiness of Packet Arrival Process

Fig� � illustrates the e�ect of the bustiness of the packet arrival process on the performance

of the tagged node� The request arrival and the empty�slot pattern are Poisson processes�
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Figure �� Packet Loss Ratio vs� the Burstiness of the Packet Arrival

but the packet arrival is MMPP� with ����� � ����� � �� ����� � ��������� � ���� and

a�� � a���

����� The E�ect of the Burstiness of the Request Arrival

Fig� � illustrates the e�ect of the bustiness of the request arrival process on the performance

of the tagged node� The packet arrival and the empty�slot pattern are Poisson processes� but

request arrival is MMPP� with ����� � ����� � �� ����� � ��� ����� � ���� and r�� � r�� for

tra�c con�guration I� and with ����� � ����� � �� ����� � ���� ����� � ��� and r�� � r��

for tra�c con�guration II �

From the numerial results� the e�ect of the burstiness of the request arrival on the tagged

node is not so signi�cant compared with Fig�� and Fig��� An explanation for this is the

request loss in the counters� The counters count the requests from downstream nodes� and

then let empty slot pass to downstream� If the counters over�ow� then the tagged node will

��
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Figure �� Packet Loss Ratio vs� the Burstiness of the Request Arrival

ignore the requests from downstream�

From 	��
� the empty�slot pattern of the most upstream nodes have a nearly Bernoulli

distribution� and while moving towards downstream the correlation among the state of

consecutive slots sharply increases� i�e�� the burstiness of MMPP increases� Similarily� it

can be deduced that the request arrival observed by the most downstream nodes have a

nearly Bernoulli distribution� and while moving towards upstream the correlation among the

state of consecutive slots will increase� i�e�� the burstiness of MMPP will increase� Because

the burstiness of empty�slot pattern have more signi�cant e�ect on the tagged node than

that of the request arrival� it can be concluded that the unfairness still exists in the DQDB

MAN even with bandwidth balancing mechanism�

��



� Conclusion

In this paper� we studied the performance of the prioritized DQDB MAN under a more

accurate and realistic tra�c model� The tagged node model is adopted to simplify the

analysis� The processes of the packet arrivals to the tagged node� the empty�slot pattern

from upstream� and the requests from downstream are assumed to be MMPP� The behav�

ior of the tagged node may be described with a ��dimensional Markov chain� Instead of

constructing the Markov chain by hand� which is a rather tedious and complicated if not

impossible mission� we use SPNP� a package developed in Duke University� to construct

the Stochastic Reward Net model of the tagged node� generate and solve the underlying

��dimensional Markov chain automatically� The steady�state and as well as the transient

behavior of packet loss ratio of tagged node are investigated� The in�uence of the bursti�

ness of the empty�slot pattern� packet arrival and request pattern on the tagged node�s

performance is examined� It is shown that the previous assumptions on the Bernoulli�type

empty�slot pattern� request arrival� or packet arrival underestimated the packet loss ratio

of the DQDB networks�
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